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Minutes:

Infrastructure & Recreation Committee

MEETING DATE:
MEETING TIME:
LOCATION:
PREPARED BY:

Tuesday, October 23, 2012
3:00pm
Town Hall, Council Chambers
Stephen Keast,
Administrative Assistant

A.

Call to Order

Present: Deputy Mayor Duncan McKinlay, Councillor John McKean (Chair), Councillor
Bob Gamble, Mayor Anderson, Councillor Gail Ardiel, Director of Recreation Shawn
Everitt, Administrative Assistant Stephen Keast, Councillor Halos absent due to a
previous commitment.
Approval of Agenda
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

D.R. McKinlay

THAT the Agenda of the Tuesday, October 23rd 2012, Infrastructure & Recreation
Committee Meeting be approved as circulated, including any items added to the
Agenda, CARRIED.


Declaration of Pecuniary Interest

No member declared a pecuniary interest with any matter listed on the Agenda.
B.

Deputations / Presentations

None
C.

Staff Reports as circulated

C.1 DOR 12 39 A Dock Pre-Approval
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting the dock pre-approval is requested at this time
to allow for dock removal before the Harbour freezes over. Shawn further noted
approximately $40,000 funding for dock reconstruction is received from the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans and the Town requires a substantial completion date of May 1
in any year.
Deputy Mayor McKinlay then questioned if the quoted price is consistent with the long
term financial plan, Shawn replying the quote is in line with the previous dock
replacement.
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Councillor Gamble then noted the general public should be aware the dock replacement
is paid for by mooring fees and questioned if the quoted price includes hydro, water
service and anchorage. Shawn then replied the price includes new anchors and chains
but not hydro as new pedestals are required.
Bob then questioned if the price is close to previous pricing, Shawn replying yes, being
the same square foot price as the past four years.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 39 entitled “A Dock Pre-Approval”, and;
THAT Council grant pre-approval for the replacement of A dock and its anchoring
system in the 2013 municipal budget process and that the overall cost exclusive of HST
does not exceed $176,138.04, and;
THAT Council authorize the Clerk and Mayor to execute the agreement with T&W
Enterprises.
In speaking to the Motion, Bob questioned if the water levels go down will the docks be
adequate, Shawn replying following haul-out three docking areas were identified as low
but the main channel is adequate.
The Committee then voted on the Recommendation, CARRIED.
C.2 DOR 12 45 Former Town Hall Site Tree Removal
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting the tree removal is part of the ongoing
improvement of the site, adding if the willow tree was removed the view of the trestle
bridge would be opened up and might allow for lighting of the bridge. Shawn further
noted a recent engineering assessment of the trestle bridge stated any time vegetation
could be removed from proximity to the wooden trestles it would benefit the bridge.
Shawn then reviewed Grey Sauble Conservation Authority comments, stating the
subject tree did not provide sufficient shade to improve fish habitat.
Mayor Anderson then questioned the GSCA recommendations, Shawn replying it was
recommended the roots and stump remain for soil stability.
Deputy Mayor McKinlay then noted in a recent Bighead River rehabilitation project
portions of cut willow trees were pounded into eroded areas of shoreline and allowed to
re-generate to stabilize the soil and questioned if there were any eroded areas where
the tree could be re-used in such a manner, Shawn replying it was proposed to just
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clean the site up, adding the engineering assessment detected erosion in the areas of
the concrete abutments but not the shore area in particular.
Shawn then noted he could discuss re-planting part of the tree with the GSCA.
Councillor Gamble then how the removal of the tree would be done to protect the
existing grassed area, Shawn replying the tree would be cut into smaller pieces and
brought up beside the trestle bridge.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 45 “Former Town Hall Site Tree Removal”
and authorize removal of the subject willow tree as described in this report, CARRIED.
C.3 DOR 12 50 Highway 26 Craigleith Pedestrian Access
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting it was a follow-up to a 2011 Report. Shawn
then noted the matter had been brought back to the Georgian Trail Board after five
bridge accesses across the ditch to the Georgian Trail from Highway 26 to the Georgian
Trail had been removed by the Ministry of Transportation between the Grey Road 19
and Old Lakeshore Road intersections after they were deemed to be not approved
structures.
Shawn further noted area residents have asked Staff how to re-establish access to the
Trail from Highway 26, adding five access points is out of the question but perhaps one
would be reasonable.
Shawn then reported MTO had originally directed that a culvert structure would be
required but would now accept an approved bridge structure, subject to the municipality
accepting responsibility and liability for the bridge.
Shawn then reported other access structures are being used, including an informal trail
in the area of Craigleith Provincial Park which had been signed for use.
Shawn then noted the Georgian Trail Board had requested the Committee consider the
matter.
Deputy Mayor McKinlay then noted there are other Trail access points and links shown
in the Master Trail Plan for which the Town is liable, Shawn replying there are 117
access points to the Trail of which approximately 50 have been formally approved, the
majority of these not along Highway 26.
Duncan then questioned if the Trail Board was only liable to the edge of the right-ofway, Shawn replying yes, at the point the Trail adjoins Highway 26.
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Duncan then clarified MTO is accepting no liability for the access bridges, Shaw
replying yes, MTO considers them to be informal access points installed on their rightof-way and the structures were removed.
Duncan then questioned if the access points were intended for residents on the north
side of Highway 26, Shawn replying yes.
Duncan then questioned formal access points to the Trail that residents on the north
side of the Highway could use, Shawn replying the streetlights at the Grey Road 19
intersection, but the issue is it forces people to walk the narrow shoulder and guardrail
area leading to the intersection.
Shawn then noted there is a significant path that crosses to Northwinds Beach west of
the intersection but there is no structure involved.
Duncan then noted people could also cross at the commercial mall, questioning how far
would people have to travel on Highway 26 to reach an intersection, Shawn replying the
furthest resident would walk 700 to 800 metres. Shawn further noted the streetlights at
the Grey Road 19 intersection and sightlines at the Old Lakeshore Road intersection
both allowed approximately 9 seconds to cross the Highway.
Duncan then noted there were no other intersections until Hope Street and that would
be a good pedestrian crossing.
Councillor Gamble then noted as a Georgian Trail Board member, one issue is that the
ditch is very close to the travelled portion of the Highway with the Trail five to seven feet
above the Highway surface and cyclists would gain speed entering the highway in this
particular area and people may have to cross the Highway at Grey Road 19 or Old
Lakeshore Road.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

D.R. McKinlay

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 50 “Highway 26 Craigleith Pedestrian
Access” for information purposes; and,
THAT Council direct staff to advise local residents that Pedestrian Access will not be reestablished along Highway 26 between Grey Road 19 and Old Lakeshore Road.
In speaking to the Motion, Bob noted he did not believe a new Trail access point should
be located in this area, adding the Board is a tri-party body and Meaford and
Collingwood should also be asked to consider any new access.
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Shawn then reported in discussion with Meaford and Collingwood Staff it was
determined they would wait for the Committee’s consideration with any final decision to
rest with the Board.
The Committee then voted on the Recommendation, CARRIED.
C.4 DOR 12 57 Ravenna Hall Water Supply
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting the Ravenna Hall washrooms were renovated
and enhanced in 2008. Shaw further noted the Ravenna Hall well level had been
getting lower with some adverse water samples being received and as a result the
water system is then shut off until three consecutive good tests were obtained. Shawn
then
Shawn then noted portable toilets had been placed which allows the Hall to remain
open, without a potable water supply.
Shawn then noted the Hall needs a good supply of water, adding when the well had
been filled with water adverse test results remained and while a cistern would not
provide a potable water supply due to water being stored for an undetermined time with
reduced chlorine residuals, it would ensure a water supply for the flushing of toilets.
Deputy Mayor McKinlay then reported West Grey has hot water at the tap in the
Municipal Office but also signage indicating water is not for drinking and questioned if
that could be done at the Hall, Shawn replying the Health Unit has advised the Town
would be at risk if non-potable water was available at the tap.
Shawn then noted the Town Water Staff and the Health Unit had been working closely
together.
Chair McKean then questioned if an ultraviolet system would provide a potable water
supply, Shawn replying not if water had been stored for some time with a lowered
chlorine residual.
Shawn then noted Staff considered a smaller cistern with filling more often to keep the
water fresher, or installing a pump to circulate the water in the cistern.
Duncan then noted he had viewed do not drink the water signs in many community halls
throughout the County. Duncan then questioned if the well could supply the taps and
the cistern supply the washroom facilities. Duncan further noted rainwater could be
collected for the cistern with an aerator installed on a timer to prevent the water going
anerobic. Duncan noted such a cistern supply would not be potable but would be kept
fresh for sink and washroom use, adding the Hall is getting busier in terms of use.
Councillor Ardiel then questioned if a new well could be drilled, Duncan replying the
water table is very deep in the area with iron and sulphur content, with homes in
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Ravenna generally having wells with treatment systems and water softeners that do not
last very long.
Councillor Gamble then questioned if a water supply might be obtained from the rock
bluff to the east, Duncan noting spring water would not be considered potable, adding
he still believes rainfall collected for washroom use would be an answer.
Shawn then reported the Hall well also supplies the Works Yard but they do not drink it.
Duncan then noted perhaps a holistic solution for both buildings, adding he believed the
well at the Works Yard was being used and if it could be used for washrooms it would
assist with capacity, John adding a 500 gallon holding tank at the Works Yard might fill
up overnight.
Bob then questioned if a cistern was used for the washrooms would bottled water be
supplied or would users be asked to bring their own, Shawn replying that was the
practice prior to the washroom renovations.
Duncan then questioned if added events would pay for any upgrades, Shawn replying
as the building gets more use the rental fees should be reviewed as they are currently
quite low, adding if rental fees were doubled they would be $70.00. Shawn further
noted the Hall Board of Management have done a tremendous job of fundraising and
improvements to the Hall and an increased rental fee would help.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

D.R. McKinlay

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 57 “Ravenna Hall water supply” for
information purposes; and,
THAT Council direct staff to develop a Capital project sheet for further discussion during
the 2013 Budget process, CARRIED.
C.5 DOR 12 58 Trillium Foundation Grant Application
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting the request for the Town to partner in an
application came from the Community Advisory Committee at the Beaver Valley
Community School, adding the Town had not identified any projects for the November 1
program intake.
Shawn then noted the Town meets the criteria for the application as the CAC is not a
registered charitable foundation, adding no funding is required from the Town.
Councillor Ardiel then clarified the CAC is not a charitable foundation, Shawn replying
related paperwork is not completed.
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Gail then noted the CAC should have applied for the recent AVIVA Insurance grant
funding.
Shawn then noted the CAC may not have been aware of all grant funding opportunities
but they selected the Trillium program and realized they did not qualify by themselves,
again adding the Town had not identified any projects for this Trillium intake.
Gail then questioned cost, Shawn replying $23 to $25,000 with $10,000 raised at
present, adding the Board of Education would be the third partner.
Duncan then questioned if the equipment would be installed on Board property and be
available to the public, Shawn replying yes.
Duncan then questioned if the equipment was fairly vandal-proof, Shawn replying it
appeared very robust and the Town of Hanover is very pleased with a similar
installation, adding the Board confirmed they would be responsible for installation and
inspections.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 58 entitled “Trillium Foundation Grant
Application”; and,
THAT Council support the request to partner with the Beaver Valley Community School
for the supply and installation of outdoor physical fitness equipment at the Beaver Valley
Community School; and,
THAT should the grant application succeed, authorize the CAO and Clerk to execute an
Agreement with the Trillium Foundation, CARRIED.
D.

Information Reports / Correspondence

D.1 DOR 12 42 Swiss Meadows Property Forest Management Plan
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting at the request of Director of Engineering and
Public Works Reg Russwurm the Grey Sauble Conservation Authority was requested to
complete a short and long-term management plan for the former Swiss Meadows standpipe property.
Shawn then noted any revenue from wood products would cover improvement costs.
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Deputy Mayor McKinlay questioned if Town Staff would be doing the forestry work
including marking, Shawn replying yes as it is considered to be good forestry and
chainsaw experience for Staff.
Chair McKean then questioned if there any saw-logs present, Shawn replying it would
appear limited for the first round.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 42, “Swiss Meadows Property Forest
Management Plan” for information purposes.
In speaking to the Motion, Councillor Ardiel questioned if the entire parcel would be
considered, Shawn replying the property would be considered in parts to make it more
manageable.
Councillor Gamble then questioned if any harvesting would include brush removal or
leaving material for compost, Shawn replying the Town would work closely with the
GSCA as to best practices, adding the Beaver River Trail project included leaving all
material in place for habitat.
Bob then noted there are trees present that might be 75 feet in height and perhaps
decayed and questioned if it was safe for Staff with limited experience, Shawn replying
Staff will have a better idea once the trees have been marked, adding the Town has
some very experienced Staff and upper branches coming down will form part of Staff
training.
Duncan then noted Grey County depends on the GSCA to manage forests, mark trees
and oversee the removal of trees, adding the County leaves the tops and brush where it
falls for habitat and cover.
John then noted in terms of management, in doing a firewood cut, it increases diversity
and thinning will improve growth to saw-log size.
The Committee then voted on the Recommendation, CARRIED.
D.2 DOR 12 43 Drakes Path Trail Construction
Shawn then reviewed the Report, the intent being to identify the Trail section as being
completed at the time of the Grey County EMS Station construction, one section
completed by the County’s contractor and the other by Parks and Trails Staff.
Shawn noted the trail section is well used on weekends and recent work has opened up
and improved the Trail, the works being completed in consultation with area residents.
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The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 43 “Drakes Path Trail Construction” for
information purposes, CARRIED.
D.3 DOR 12 49 Report On Summer Depot Activities
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

Ellen Anderson

THAT Council receive staff report DOR 12 49 Report on Summer Depot Activities for
information purposes, CARRIED.
D.4 DOR 12 54 Ravenna Hall Board Member Resignation
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting a Board member recently resigned as she and
her husband are moving and Staff wanted to thank her for her valuable contributions
and efforts.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

RT.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive staff Report DOR 12 54 “Ravenna Hall Board Member
Resignation” for information purposes, CARRIED.
D. 5 DOR 12 55 Metcalfe Rock Parking Lot Winter Maintenance
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting Staff have received requests for winter
maintenance of the parking area. Shawn then noted he received a quote from an area
operator in the amount of $2,500 based on 70 snow events per season and if the
Committee so directs an Enhancement Report could be brought to the 2013 Budget
process.
Shawn then noted there are other area parking lots for which the Town may receive
requests for winter maintenance, adding some recreational parking areas are plowed as
part of normal winter maintenance, for example snowplow turnaround or snow storage,
and others are not.
Shawn then noted the concern is where a parking area is not plowed, vehicles will be
parked on the roadside, adding the Metcalfe parking area is problematic to clear with
Town equipment because of the easterly berm.
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Shawn then noted a local recreational supplier offered to donate $200 for maintenance.
Deputy Mayor McKinlay then questioned what if the lot was just maintained on
weekends, Shawn replying that could be an option but Town Staff identified this area as
having a lot of traffic all week long.
Duncan then questioned if the Town has made a note of future parking lot design to
permit Town maintenance, Shawn replying yes and if a section of the easterly berm was
removed then Town equipment could maintain the lot.
Councillor Gamble then noted be believed this parking lot was maintained last winter or
the winter before, Shawn replying it was discussed but never authorized.
Duncan then questioned if the outfitters take people to the area for recreation, does the
Town have a responsibility toward economic development in supporting the activities,
Shawn replying MNR also has to address this issue, whether or not there are land use
agreements with the outfitters the Ministry should address winter maintenance. Shawn
further noted he is unsure if there are any agreements but he has contacted MNR to
determine if they would arrange winter maintenance, adding the Town would have to
get MNR approval at any rate.
Chair McKean then noted if the Town has an agreement to maintain the parking lot
liability would be assumed in the case of a slip or fall., Shawn adding the parking lot
would have to have regular Minimum Maintenance Standard inspections.
Councillor Ardiel then questioned who would complete the inspections, Shawn replying
we would have to look at the most efficient manner, likely Roads and Drainage Staff.
Duncan then questioned how often the inspections would be, Shawn replying he did not
know, adding the Hester Street parking lot is inspected daily.
John then noted the parking lot would also have to be sanded if there was an ice event.
Duncan then questioned if the County clears the Kolapore parking lot, Shawn replying
he believes the Church of Nazarene clears it.
John then reported the Pretty River snowmobile parking lot is cleared regularly, Shawn
to review the lot maintenance.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

Ellen Anderson

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 55 “Metcalfe Rock Parking Lot Winter
Maintenance” for information purposes.
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Chair McKean then clarified for the record it was the direction of the Committee to not
recommend winter maintenance of the lot and a Budget Enhancement Sheet would not
be required.
The Committee then voted on the Recommendation, CARRIED.
D.6 DOR 12 56 Historical Hydro-Electric Project
Shawn then reviewed the Report, noting the intent is for the Town to consider a
proposal made by hydro-electric historian John Fisher to relocate historical hydroelectric artifacts from the west side of the Mill Pond to the east bank of the Beaver River
for display and interpretive purposes.
Shawn then noted Staff could develop a plan to relocated the equipment for the
Committee’s consideration.
Councillor Gamble then noted the equipment is currently sitting outside with no care or
maintenance and it may well be worth looking into at this time while there is still local
knowledge available, Chair McKean noting he would like to investigate placing the
equipment at the former Town Hall site.
Councillor Ardiel then noted grant funding should be investigated to relocate the
museum pieces, perhaps through the Depot and Grey County.
Shawn then reported Mr. Fisher believes there may be funding available through the
private sector and perhaps from the Ministry of Culture and Citizenship.
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

D.R. McKinlay

THAT Council receive Staff Report DOR 12 56 “Historical Hydro-Electric Project
request” for information purposes, CARRIED.
D.7 Minutes – Craigleith Depot Museum Advisory Committee
The Committee then dealt with the following Recommendation:
Moved by:

D.R. McKinlay

Seconded by:

R.J. Gamble

THAT the minutes of the Craigleith Museum Advisory Committee, June 26th, 2012 are
received, CARRIED.
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E.

New and Unfinished Business

None
F.

Next Meeting Date(s)

Tuesday, November 13th 2012, 3:00pm, Town Hall, Council Chambers
G.

Adjournment

As there was nothing further before the Chair the Committee then dealt with the
following Resolution:
Moved by:

R.J. Gamble

Seconded by:

D.R. McKinlay

THAT the Infrastructure & Recreation Committee Meeting of Tuesday, October 23rd
2012 is adjourned at 4:31 pm, CARRIED.
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